Chemical Engineering at The City College of New York has a tradition of high quality research in interdisciplinary areas including Energy & Environment, Materials & Interfaces, Biomolecules & Biotechnology. The research is done in the department and in the affiliated CUNY Benjamin Levich Institute for Physico-Chemical Hydrodynamics, CUNY Energy Institute, and the CCNY Earth Engineering Center and funded by the US Department of Energy, NASA, National Science Foundation, US Department of Education, National Institutes of Health, NY State, and private industries, among others. Our students recently have been hired in industry including at Johnson & Johnson, Corning, ExxonMobil, GE Aerospace Innovoeering and Intel, and have taken faculty positions including at University of Oklahoma, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and University of Central Florida.

We seek high-quality, committed students to join our PhD program. Students will work with top notch faculty in world-class facilities and have opportunities for domestic & foreign internships including those with government, industry and European partners.